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This is a transcript of a video from Ann N. Amicucci’s webtext, "Effective Video Instruction in 

Online Courses: Suggestions Grounded in Universal Design for Learning,” published in the 

PraxisWiki section of Kairos: A Journal of Rhetoric, Technology, and Pedagogy, 28.2, available 

at https://praxis.technorhetoric.net/tiki-index.php?page=PraxisWiki%3A_%3Avideo-instruction  

Ensuring Access and Clarity in Audio Content in Instructional 

Videos: Transcript 
Ann N. Amicucci 

[Text on screen: Ensuring Access and Clarity in Audio Content in Instructional Videos] 

[Text on screen: What not to do] 

[The screen shows a middle-aged white woman with brown hair and glasses wearing a red 

sweater. She is sitting in a chair and looking at the camera. Behind her, a small framed photo of 

a man and a lamp sit on a desk.] 

[loud music plays over the beginning of the speaker’s words] 

You have already 

[music cuts out] 

started brainstorming ideas for your research project. 

[speaking slowly] 

Now it’s time for you to start narrowing your topic and coming up with research questions. 

[speaking loudly] 

I know that narrowing a topic can be a really hard part of the research process! 

[speaking quietly, background noise is heard] 

In fact, narrowing a topic is one of the parts I find hardest as a writer. 

[The screen shows the same woman, now wearing an orange t-shirt and sitting in the same chair 

facing the camera.] 

So, music can work well as a form of audio punctuation, so that audience members who are 

listening can hear when a video is starting or stopping. But in that case, the music was 

ineffective. It was too loud over my speaking voice, and then it cut out abruptly, which meant if 

you were listening to the video, you were probably paying more attention to the music than to 

what I was saying. 

The volume of my speaking voice was also problematic. Sometimes I spoke too loud, and 

sometimes I was too quiet to be heard. If you tend to make verbal asides when you’re speaking, 
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like jokes, make sure to keep the volume of your speaking voice even so those can be heard by 

your audience members. 

The pace of my speech was also too slow. So I was slowing down what I had to say, in theory so 

that people could follow me, but the result is that my speech became difficult to follow and 

frankly a little boring to listen to. So keep in mind that an enthusiastic pace of speech is best for 

engaging students, and students can always change the playback speed of your videos. 

And finally, there was a little background noise in that video, so that’s just a reminder that we 

want to record our instructional videos in a quiet space. 

[Text on screen: What not to do for audio clarity] 

[The screen shows the previous view of the woman wearing the red sweater, in front of the desk 

with the lamp and framed photo.] 

[music playing] [music fades] [speaking quickly] 

You’ve already started brainstorming ideas for your research project, and now it’s time to narrow 

down your topic and come up with research questions. I know that narrowing a topic can be a 

hard part of the research process! In fact, it’s a part that I find to be hard as a writer. 

[The screen shows the previous view of the woman wearing the orange t-shirt.] 

In that revised video, I edited the music so that audience members who were listening weren’t 

prevented from hearing what I was saying. I also had the music fade out instead of cut out 

abruptly. I made sure to keep the volume of my speaking voice even, and I eliminated that 

background noise. And finally, I picked up the pace of my speech a little bit. Sometimes just 

making sure we’re not speaking more slowly than normal makes a world of difference in 

ensuring our students are engaged in what we say. 
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